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The payments landscape is as dynamic as it has ever been.
Online payments, mobile, and payment gateways have literally
revolutionized the way businesses work and operate, opening up
the borders of international trade. Whilst businesses can sell and
interact with literally every country in the world, venturing into
new geographical territories still poses its own set of challenges.
Let’s take Latin America for example. The region is considered to
be a sleeping giant - a territory with untapped potential and a
part of the world that not even international conglomerates have
managed to tame. Why is that the case if the world is literally one
big, free market? The answer to that question garners its own
white paper and lengthy discussion so we’ll choose a much
simpler way of dealing with it. The primary reason Latin America
has been so hard to penetrate is that for the most part, it is a
cash-based economy.
Access to secure, credit card-based payment methods, is limited.
Almost half of the Latin American population is unbanked according to the 2017 World Bank Global Index Report, and only a
staggering 18% are reported to have credit cards. The shocking
credit card adoption numbers become even more meaningful
when you consider that credit cards are mainly used for domestic
transactions. Linking this information makes the picture a little bit
clearer as to why Latin America has not been such an active part
of the global eCommerce economy.

Move Locally or Transact
Cross-Border?
In the region’s largest markets – brazil and mexico – consumers’ preferred payment
method is via credit card
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Looking at the existing landscape, many of you might argue that
venturing into a market that still has ways to go in terms of
payment infrastructure, might not be worth the risk. This is a take
that has been valid for a long time but recent developments in
the FinTech space seem to be changing the tide.
According to an IDB and Finnovista survey (2018), 1,166 start-ups
are operating in 18 countries in the region—with Brazil (33% of
startups), Mexico (23%) and Colombia (13%) leading significantly
other countries. The region is starting to come alive and concepts
like online banking and mobile payments are becoming more
and more familiar to the mainstream consumers. Neobanks and
mobile banks such as Nubank, Albo, and Ualá are examples of
how Latin America is finally starting to catch up in the financial
technology game.

That number accounts for about one-fifth of the total import
volume of the entire country. Mexico is the region’s second-largest e-commerce market and follows the same trend with U.S.
goods making up almost half of the country’s imports.
What’s the takeaway from combining these two pieces of
information? The region is not simply open to buying and using
foreign goods, it’s essentially dependant on it. This gives you an
idea of how much room for growth there is for e-commerce to
take off.

What used to be a barrier of entry, is now turning into a massive
opportunity. A huge eCommerce market is finally opening its
doors to the global economy and as a European merchant, you
have a huge opportunity to capitalize on that.
Account for The Language

Move Locally or Transact
Cross-Border?

What makes the Latin American market so appealing is the fact
that it has twice the population of the U.S. meaning that retailers
ultimately have such a large market share to tap into. Still not
convinced? Here’s another stat that speaks to the e-commerce
potential of the region. Brazil is the largest e-commerce market in
Latin America and it recorded imports of over $30 billion worth of
goods from the U.S. in 2016.
There are currently 66.4 million e-commerce users in Brazil,
with an additional 28.2 million expected to be shopping online by 2021
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Let’s start with a direct quote from GSMA’s whitepaper, “The
Mobile Economy: Latin America and the Caribbean 2017”:
“With nearly 350 million mobile internet subscribers currently
(2017), and 420 million by 2020, the Latin American market is
larger than the US and in 2020 will rival the EU in size.”

It's a known fact that the step with the highest abandonment
rate in a purchasing process is the payment stage. What you
want as a merchant is to make that step as easy and seamless as
possible and turn the mobile buying process into a process that
only takes a couple of clicks.

Mobile penetration is skyrocketing in Latin America. Numbers
never lie and the signs of mobile boom have been present for
quite some time now. In 2015, Wharton published an article titled
“Why Latin America Is the Next Big Mobile Battleground.” At the
time, only 32% of Latin Americans owned a smartphone. That
article made the bold prediction that up to 50% of the region
would be accessing the Internet via mobile devices by 2020.
These numbers are backed by even more recent research. In a
2019 eMarketer report, there is a forecast of 28.2 million individuals in Latin America that will make a proximity mobile payment
transaction. The report states that this number will skyrocket to
48.3 million by 2023, when 17.2% of smartphone users in the area
will utilize proximity mobile payments.
What does that tell you? Your website, and payment methods
should by all means be optimized for mobile use. People will be
using their mobile as their main source of browsing and buying
goods in the near future. Your payment gateway page should
load in no time and have no problems letting payments go
through.
Estimated Online Commerce Value

$41.22 BILLION US DOLLARS
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The term omnichannel payments might not ring a bell to most of
you but it’s surely yet steadily becoming one of the most influential and meaningful terms in the payments world. Omnichannel
payments refer to a scenario where customers are allowed to
conduct transactions over different channels in a seamless and
effortless way. It’s a payment logic that fuses the shopping experience for the customer between traditional brick and mortar retail
shopping, online shopping and social media commerce.
Let’s look at a scenario: A customer walks into a store and picks an
item off the shelf but can’t find it in their size. The sales assistant is
able to do an online stock search, order the tight size of the item
and have it delivered to the customer’s house. The customer pays
with their card and exits the sore. A couple of days later the
customer received the item, is not happy with it and wants to
return it. They contact the store through their Facebook chatbot,
explain what happened and within a few days they have the
money refunded into their account.
This is a shopping experience that unravelled over three different
channels: face to face, digital and social, with the customer receiving the most effective service and satisfaction. You’re probably
wondering how that’s relevant to you. Well it’s not relevant, it’s
crucial.
Before venturing into an unknown market, it’s essential you have
the right framework and processes in place. The omnichannel
payments example showcases the shifting scenarios of interaction with a customer and the different ways in

which they could have been alienated if the business wasn’t
prepared. Customers are on the go and demand great service on
all platforms and mediums. If the customer decided to send a
Facebook message, you better be prepared to answer on time
and on point. Same applies for emails, phone calls, text messages or any other channel of communication that’s available to
them.
The matter of payments is very sensitive to customers in general,
let alone brand new customers from a brand new market. Being
thorough, proactive and transparent with how you handle
payments could very well be your way in and the reason you
establish a good name in the LatAm market. A couple of bad
reviews regarding late refunds or answered messages could
blemish your reputation and create a stigma that would be
extremely hard to wash off.

$49.8 BILLION

2019

U.S DOLLARS

2016

$79.7 BILLION
U.S DOLLARS

The region’s retail e-commerce sales are predicted to rise to $79.7 billion U.S,
dollars in 2019 from just $49.8 billion U.S. dollars in 2016.
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When talking about accepting payments in a new market,
language might not be the first thing on your checklist. The
reality of the situation though is that the importance of nailing
this specific part of the process might actually tramp any technical or transactional decision you’re about to make. Let’s explain.

Before they hit the buy button from an online merchant, customers will feel the natural need to buy from someone that speaks
their language, someone that understands them.

Put yourself in the position of the customer. You’re scouring the
web and stumble upon the advert of a new online shop. You click
on the link and land on a beautifully designed website that seems
to be supporting all types of payment methods. You like what you
see but there’s something throwing you off. The content on the
website does not read properly, it’s clunky and weird. It looks
exactly like the sort of thing you would get if you put a chunk of
text from another language into a Google Translate box, and then
copy and paste the translation on to your page. Do you proceed
with purchasing anything from that website? What about the
payment terms not being clear because of the bad translation?
What about the confirmation email? The reality is you wouldn’t
buy.
Now let’s revert back to real life. You’re a merchant that plans their
expansion into Latin America, worrying about the unknowns of
the payment landscape in that region. One of the best starting
points when choosing your payment provider, is their ability to
perfectly handle the language conundrum. With Spanish and
Portuguese being the predominant languages in the region, it is
essential for your business to pay close attention to solving this
problem. Each region has its own colloquialisms and references.

2019 2016
155.5 million people in the continent are expected to use online platforms to buy
goods and services in 2019, an increase from 126.8 million in 2016.
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The traditional way of dealing of expanding to a new market
dictated the opening of a new entity in the local market. The
reasons for doing so are numerous. First and foremost, having a
physical entity creates a sense of security and trust for locals as
they can walk into your offices. It legitimizes the existence of the
business. Moreover, moving local can also prove to be beneficial
for regulatory and tax purposes, the recruitment and management of local teams, overseeing manufacturing and distribution,
and paying local suppliers.
Whilst all of the reasons above are valid, they do come with a
certain cost attached to them. Why invest a huge amount of your
business’ budget to set up shop in Latin America when you can
simply localize your website, but process your transactions via an
international acquirer? Localizing your site means taking into
consideration all of the factors mentioned above. Factors like
mobile penetration, language adoption and omnichannel
payments.
With local payment methods accounting for almost 70% of
e-commerce sales in the region, what you need is a payment
provider accepting payments in Latin America, enabling all
relevant local payment methods on a single platform.

36%
35%
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Move Locally or Transact
Cross-Border?

EShopWorld reported that 36% of online consumers prefer to utilise PayPal,
and 35% use Cash on Delivery
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